Realization of Mid-Long Term Business Strategy with Sustainability at the Core

Mid Term Business Plan (2021―2023): “Aggressive Approach” and “Challenging” Spirit
The Group’s Mid Term Business Plan, to be implemented over the three-year period from 2021 to 2023, clarifies
specific goals and actions in each business based on its Mid-Long Term Business Strategy. With a view to 2030,
it will implement the Mid Term Business Plan toward 2023 with an “aggressive approach” and “challenging”
spirit, evolving into a sustainable solutions company. It will also respond to various environmental changes
while developing its business portfolio in line with changing social and customer needs to evolve into a “strong”
Bridgestone capable of responding to changes.

Mid Term Business Plan (2021–2023) & Targets toward 2030

Mid Term Business Plan (2021–2023) progress update – 2021 and 2022 plan
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Toward achieving the Mid Term Business Plan

strategy, expanding its value to technology, product

To achieve the Mid Term Business Plan, the Group is

continue to conduct strategic investment and study the

working on it based on three axes: “tackle past negative
legacies without delay” in light of 2015–2019 when
profits were on a declining trend, “focus on execution
and delivering results” responding promptly to changes
in the business environment, and “lay the foundation for
future growth” with 2030 as its milestone.
Regarding past legacies, the Group is addressing its
declining profits and working on rebuilding its earning
power. In 2021, from a mid-long term perspective, the
Group restructured its manufacturing footprint and the
business portfolio in all its business domains, including
the tire, diversified products and internal manufacturing
businesses. This helps reduce fixed costs and promote
other expense and cost structure reforms. In addition,
the Group set ROIC as the critical management index,
and introduced the process to evaluate earning
power by region and business. This enables the Group
to strengthen its efforts while thoroughly tracking

and business model. In addition, the Group will
global manufacturing footprint from a mid-long term
perspective. While keeping “local production for local
sales” to some extent in Europe and the United States,
the Group will build a manufacturing footprint that
ensures global optimization (see pages 40–42).
In the growth business, the Group will continue strategic
growth investments in each region for the global
expansion of solutions. It will also expand the solutions
business, including enhancing mobility solutions, through
M&A and by strengthening the retail & service business
based in the Group’s global retail network (see pages
43–46).
With regard to the exploratory business, the Group
promotes exploring recycle, soft-robotics and guayule
businesses. It will also continue technological and
business model explorations toward commercialization
and support the mobility and the movement of people

investments and evaluating returns (see page 35).

and objects (see pages 47–52).

In terms of immediate issues, the Group is focusing

The Group will continue to drive DX as digital is essential

on execution and delivering results. In the first half of
2021, amid signs of recovery of demand throughout
the world, the Group aggressively executed sales and
strengthened price and cost management by quickly
responding to changes in the business environment
including lower demand for original equipment (OE) tires
due to the impact of semiconductor shortages starting in
the third quarter; raw material, ocean freight and other
cost inflation; and labor shortages in North America. In
2022, the Group will continue to promote supply chain
management in response to changes and maximize
supply and sales opportunities, pursuing “flexible agile
management” with an “aggressive approach” and a
“challenging” spirit.
The Group is laying the foundation for its future growth

for the realization of its Mid Term Business Plan and
reinforce the recruitment and development of digital
talent. It will accelerate actions to realize DX that
connects throughout the entire value chain, global
activities and operations, as the evolution of the existing
Bridgestone’s DX which drives DX in each area such as
R&D, manufacturing and solutions with the combination
of “real” and “digital” (see pages 58–62).
In terms of sustainability, which is at the core of the
Group’s management and business, it is developing
initiatives aligned with its “Bridgestone E8 Commitment”
as the axis to drive management while earning the
trust of future generations. The Group will tie in efforts
for achieving carbon neutrality and a circular economy
with its business model and aim to realize its unique

based on the ”strong” Bridgestone it has built so far.

Sustainability Business Model. To realize carbon

In its core business, the Group is expanding ENLITEN, a

chain and global initiatives, including reducing Scope 31

new premium for the EV era. The Group has strengthened
the development of ENLITEN as the innovative tire
technology optimized for EVs and promoting passenger
car OE fitment starting from Europe. From 2022, the
Group is working on building the ENLITEN business
1

neutrality, the Group will continue to strengthen its value
emissions, by converting to 100% renewable energybased electricity at all BSEMIA Europe locations. It is
also contributing to a circular economy by developing
the recycle business and growing the ENLITEN business
strategy (see pages 53–57).

Scope 3 covers CO2 emissions from raw material procurement, distribution, customers’ use, disposal, and recycling lifecycle stages.
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●

Progress of four categories for execution

In implementing its Mid Term Business Plan (2021–2023), the Group defined four categories according
to business characteristics and maturity of mobility in each region: “Main,” “Next,” “Strategic” and
“Developing.”

In 2021, two businesses
stepped up to “Next” with
the realization of profitability
in the Russia and Africa tire
businesses. The remaining
deficit business, the truck and
bus tire business in China and
India, will also be profit-making
in 2022. In addition, as the
diversified products business
became profitable as a result
of restructuring of the business
portfolio, the Group will achieve
profitability in all businesses
and continue its transformation
to a “strong” Bridgestone ahead
of schedule.
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●

Targeting growth with a new business

the hydraulic, high performance hose business, and

portfolio and management structure

accelerate efforts toward mid-long term growth

The Group is building a new business portfolio

and the creation of social and customer value.

to promote future growth. The tire business

Adding the diversified products business to four

continues to be its core business in the future.

businesses, the Group is moving toward a five

The solutions business will be categorized into

businesses portfolio and aiming for the early

three businesses — tire-centric solutions, retail

commercialization of exploratory business.

& service and mobility solutions — in accordance
with its business characteristics. This will lead
the synergy between the core business and the
growth business which amplifies the value in each
business.

In line with its new portfolio, the Group will also
establish a new management structure. Since 2020,
the Group has driven “glocal” management that
executes a local strategy suitable for each business/
region based on the global strategy, securing group

The diversified products business has continued to

global optimization, and has been able to build a

support the mobility and movement of people and

strong management structure over the past two

objects and lifestyles of individuals, responding to

years. To realize a new business portfolio, the

the needs of each era and society. After executing

Group will build a management structure capable

business and manufacturing footprint restructuring

of responding to changes with flexibility and agility

in 2022, the Group will maximize the core

by ascertaining the characteristics of each business

competencies of its continued business such as

based on the “glocal” management structure.

“mastering forming hybrid polymer” technology of

New business portfolio: “Five business” + exploratory business
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Rebuilding earning power
●

Overview of the performance for 2021

a substantial increase in revenue over the previous

As the management indices of its Mid Term Business
Plan (2021–2023), the Bridgestone Group aims to

year. In 2022, the Group will continue sales with an
“aggressive approach,” aiming to reach revenue of
3,650 billion JPY. On the profit front, both adjusted

achieve revenue level of the 3,300 billion JPY and
ROIC as the critical management index of 10% in 2023.
To achieve the plan, the Group is rebuilding earning
power and investing in strategic growth. Specifically, it
is reforming its cost and expense structure, reinforcing
its premium business strategy, and expanding its
solutions business under the banner of evolution into
a “strong” Bridgestone.

operating profit ratio and ROE (return on equity)
achieved the 2022 goal ahead of schedule. ROIC,
which indicates earning power, was 9.0%, well above
the plan for 2021, and is projected to exceed the
2021 level in 2022 as well, thus achieving the goal of
rebuilding earning power. The diversified products
business returned to a profit in 2021 on the continued
business basis, together with the effects of measures

In 2021, the Group’s revenue reached approximately
3,246 billion JPY with a gross profit margin of 40.6%,
achieving the 2022 goal ahead of schedule. On the

to rebuild earning power, such as the decision to
transfer the anti-vibration rubber and the chemical
products solutions businesses.

revenue front, global tire sales increased significantly
centered around the premium segment, resulting in
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Expense and cost structure reformation
The Bridgestone Group is reforming its expense and

expense management. Over the past two years from

cost structure with strict expense management from a

2020 to 2021, the Group reduced fixed costs by 37

ROIC improvement point of view.

billion JPY and variable costs by 9.7 billion JPY and

The Group is driving further efficiency improvement

accomplished reduction more than planned.

and optimization for all regions and all business

The Group will continue further structure reformation

areas through cost improvement in raw materials and

and improvements, as well as reallocation to strategic

logistics, strict selection of investments and thorough

resources.

●

Manufacturing footprint and business
portfolio restructuring

The Group has been examining its approximately 160
manufacturing sites and executing manufacturing
footprint and business portfolio restructuring, taking
account of the sustainable growth of each business. In

2021, the Group executed restructuring of tire plants/
internal manufacturing footprint and the diversified
products business and announced restructuring of
50 manufacturing sites. The Group will continue
examination from a mid-long term perspective across
all its businesses.
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Strategic growth investments
The Group plans to invest 700 billion JPY in strategic

In the tire business, in addition to investment in

resources by 2023 to evolve into a “strong”

production capacity to expand premium products in

Bridgestone with an “aggressive approach” and

Asia, Japan and South America, the Group has begun

“challenging” spirit. This includes investments of 350

to invest in the expansion of truck and bus tires in

billion JPY each in strategic investments and expenses

South America and Asia.The Group is supporting sales

and in M&A, corporate venture capital (CVC), strategic

in North America with the supply from South America

partnership, and other co-creation activities. It further

in the Americas and global sales with the supply from

strengthens its core businesses while balancing

Asia and Japan. It will strive for global optimization

strategic growth investments for expansion of growth

while maintaining local production for local sales and

businesses and in exploratory business, and skillfully

build a supply chain that can respond flexibly and

scrutinizes and invests in business opportunities.

agilely to changes in the business environment. In
the Group’s diversified business in the United States,

●

it is increasing the capacity of a plant that produces

2021 results of strategic resource
deployment

air springs for EVs to address the accelerating shift to

In 2021, the Group strengthened the premium
business strategy in its core business, while executing
strategic growth investments to support the
expansion of its solutions business. As a result, the
Group invested approximately 100 billion JPY for

EVs. In the solutions business, the Group is expanding
its business structure through M&A and strategic
investments in tire-centric solutions, retail & service
and mobility solutions businesses, mainly in Europe
and the United States.

strategic investments and expenses and
approximately 50 billion JPY for M&A and strategic
partnership.

Strategic growth investments at-a-glance
Solutions Business

Solutions Business

Acquisition of Azuga Holdings Inc.

WFS Enhancement of service in Europe and global

(Fleet management solutions provider, U.S.)

(Digital solution provider, Europe)

Acquisition of Arvento Mobile Systems
Systems.A.Ş
A.Ş

Strategic investment in Wrench
Tire Business

(Digital ﬂeet solution provider, Turkey)
(Agreed on acquisition by BRISA, Bridgestoneʼs Upgrading equipment at Shimonoseki plant
afﬁliated company)
（Tires for mining and construction vehicles)

Expansion of production capacity at Hikone,
Tosu, Hofu and Tochigi plants

(Mobile vehicle maintenance service provider, U.S.)

Strategic investment in Kodiak Robotics

(Autonomous long-haul trucking technology
development, U.S.)

(Premium passenger car tires)

Tire Business

Inauguration of new state-of-the-art Wet
Handling Track at proving ground in Italy

(Contribution to development of premium tires
and sustainability through water recycle)

Diversiﬁed Products Business

Tire Business

Expansion of production capacity at
Chonburi plant, Thailand (Truck and Bus tires)

Expansion of production capacity at
Williamsburg plant

（Air springs for EVs）
EV）

Solutions Business

Acquisition of Otraco International Pty Ltd

（Mining vehicle tire solutions provider, Australia/ Chile/
South Africa)

Acquisition of iTrack solutions business from
Transense Technologies
(Mining solutions provider, UK)
※Acquiredin
*Acquired
inJune,
June,2020
2020

Tire Business

Expansion of production capacity
at Bahia plant, Brazil
(Passenger cars premium tires)

Expansion of production capacity at
Santo Andre plant, Brazil
(Truck and Bus tires)
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●

Approach to strategic resource deployment

Co-creation with partners is indispensable for
the realization and expansion of the solutions
business and the exploratory business, which aims
for commercialization. The Group is accelerating
expansion of the growth business and realization
of the exploratory business through strategic

spirit. It plans to deploy strategic resources of
approximately 150 billion JPY for M&A and strategic
partnership in 2022, considering investment in five
priority areas: enhancement of mobility solutions,
enhancement of retail & service, tire manufacturing
technology, new emerging player in the mobility
industry, and sustainability.

partnerships with myriad partners, including

In addition, the Group plans investment of 150

government and academia, while promoting the

billion JPY in strategic investments and expenses

global expansion of mobility solutions through M&A

in 2022 to support further growth. The Group

and other means. In addition, it is creating contacts

will continue to grow its businesses and execute

with a wider range of partners, including start-ups,

strategic growth investments to realize a carbon

and resources for strategic growth investments

neutral mobility society.

with an “aggressive approach” and “challenging”

Strategic investment / Strategic expenses
Reinforcement of premium business
strategy in tire business
Strategic growth investments for growth
business expansion

2021
Result

100B JPY

Approx.

M&A / CVC / Strategic partnership
Accelerate business through strong co-creation
activities

2022
Plan

2021
Result

150B JPY

Approx.

Tire business

Approx.

Mobility solutions business

• Retread strategy
• Tire-related services
• Subscription

Retail & service business

Enhancement of mobility solutions
Enhancement of retail & service
Tire manufacturing technology

IT Infrastructure

• Core IT infrastructure systems
update
• Remote work infrastructure
reinforcement
• IT security reinforcement

150 B JPY

Approx.

5 priority investment areas

• Dan-Totsu product strategy
• Fleet solution
• Manufacturing technology
• Solution network
• Expansion of production
• B-innovation
capacity of premium product
(digital product design
infrastructure)
• Greening of manufacturing sites

Tire-centric solutions
business

50B JPY

2022
Plan

New emerging player in mobility industry
Sustainability

• Enhancement of mobile van and
retail service
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